


This is not just another good book about surviving a suicide. It’s 
actually a book about life and hope and new beginnings. Rita writes 
with the compassion of a survivor and the wisdom of a therapist. She 
doesn’t minimize the pain. She addresses the difficult issues head-on. 
It’s realistic and faith-affirming. I so wish that I’d had this resource 
when I lost a young adult son to suicide. This is a book that you will 
want to read more than once.
GARY OLIVER, THM, PHD
Licensed Clinical Psychologist; Executive Director, The Center for 
Healthy Relationships; Professor of Psychology & Practical Theology, 
John Brown University

Surviving Suicide Loss is a valuable contribution to suicide literature 
and a gift to the survivor community. Written with wisdom and 
grace, the book offers solid support for those grappling with the 
profound grief that follows the suicide of a loved one. Schulte writes 
beautifully, and she has shared her story in a way that will make a 
difference for others who are grieving a suicide. Information and 
helpful suggestions, along with kindness and compassion permeate 
every sentence of this book. Reading it was like talking with a friend 
who understands suicide grief completely—because they have trav-
eled that same journey.
RONNIE SUSAN WALKER MS, LCPC
Founder & Executive Director, Alliance of Hope for Suicide Loss 
Survivors

Too many books of this type are strictly personal accounts of survival 
or an impersonal self-help guide. This is different. Not only does 
Schulte write about her own journey after her husband’s suicide, 
but she offers an amazing amount of helpful advice in poignant, 
caring language. I was especially impressed with the practical chal-
lenges in her “Consider This” at the end of each chapter. Although 
every chapter is impressive, the one I rarely see much written about 
is chapter 9, “Making Peace with Ourselves.” 
CECIL MURPHEY

Author or coauthor of 140 books, including bestsellers such 
as Gifted Hands: The Ben Carson Story and 90 Minutes in Heaven
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Deaths by suicide are catastrophes, and the bereaved are left behind 
to face a lifetime of sometimes unanswerable “why” questions and 
the possibility of a shattered belief system, among other woes. In 
this book, Rita Schulte provides the dual insight of both clinician 
and suicide loss survivor, giving the reader a roadmap through the 
darkness that can overtake survivors. With numerous exercises and 
practical teaching for healing, this book will be an excellent resource 
to help survivors create new sustainable frameworks of meaning in 
areas of life challenged by a suicide loss.
DR. THOMAS JOINER

The Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, 
Florida State University

There is no word by itself that triggers more alarm, fear, and pain 
than suicide. Its impact shakes families, schools, churches, and com-
munities. In her latest book, Surviving Suicide Loss, Rita takes us on 
a rare journey on how to process and work through one of life’s most 
difficult situations. In sharing her story, Rita helps bring clarity, com-
fort, and peace to those who have been deeply impacted by suicide. 
Rita’s words remind us that in the midst of great tragedy and loss, 
there is hope found in Christ.
DR. TIM CLINTON

President of the American Association of Christian Counselors

Brutally honest . . . poignantly helpful, not a casually written book, 
but rather profound from page to page. Rita is “real” before us, and 
wise with her words. To help you heal, heed her call to “make room 
for spiritual growth”—she even helps us with the how.
JUNE HUNT

Founder, CEO, CSO (Chief Servant Officer), Hope For The 
Heart; author, Counseling Through Your Bible Handbook
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Mike—safely home 

“When darkness overtakes him, light will come bursting in.”  
Psalm 112:4 TLB
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Author’s Note

I’d like to first acknowledge my husband, Michael William Schulte. 
Strange, I know, since this book is about his death by suicide, but 
I wanted to take a moment and acknowledge his life. In the pages 
that follow, you will hear about my husband’s illness and death by 
suicide; but that isn’t his story. The real story is a story of faith, hope, 
and love. It’s about how he touched people’s lives and brought hope 
and healing to them, not only through his dental office, but through 
his just being who he was. He was a good man. A loving man. A very 
generous man. A man who loved God with a passion and who loved 
his family and friends. He used his gifting as a dentist to minister 
to those who were less fortunate, and in his practice, which at times 
seemed more like my counseling office, he prayed with the weary 
and brokenhearted, pointing them to God.

Mike was an activist. He was an advocate for the unborn, and 
he spent years of his life giving time and attention to that work. He 
was involved in missions in Nicaragua where he ministered to the 
poor, helped build homes, and supported an orphanage. He was 
everyone’s hero, but as we sometimes see in tragedies, heroes can 
often fall. Mike Schulte left a big legacy, and his untimely death left 
an even bigger hole. 

And that’s what this book is about: helping you, who are left 
behind after your own loss due to suicide, climb out of that black 
hole and make your way beyond the ruins.
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Introduction

It seems like yesterday, and yet it seems like a million years ago. 
Each anniversary is a marker, reminding me I’ve lived another year 
without a part of my soul. I should be completely better after all this 
time, right? At least that’s what my Western culture tells me; and yet 
at times, I still feel displaced. Shattered. Alone. 

The toxic thoughts and bodily sensations so reminiscent of Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) still revisit me on occasion. Pictur-
ing myself huddled in a corner shaking or curled up in a ball in the 
weeks and months after finding my husband had died by suicide is 
an all-too-familiar body memory that became commonplace the first 
year and a half. Flashbacks of the trauma accompanied by feelings of 
helplessness and terror made me despair of my own life. And then 
there’s the guilt, the monster that can paralyze me when I least expect 
it, threatening to swallow me alive. This is the face of trauma, and 
it’s for this reason that I wanted to write this book: to help you, my 
fellow survivor, navigate through the dual process of both grief and 
traumatic loss after a suicide. 

As a survivor, I’ve spent the last several years trying to climb 
out of a black hole. Where did the years go, and how could I have 
survived them without Mike? He was my life. I’ve often felt like the 
Tin Man, alive with no heart. I suppose that is to be expected after 
forty-three years with someone. I honestly believe I wouldn’t still be 
standing if it wasn’t for my faith and the host of beloved friends and 
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12 SURVIVING SUICIDE LOSS

family who walked alongside me as I tried to make meaning out of 
this senseless tragedy. 

If you’ve picked up this book, I know you understand. If you’re 
a survivor of suicide loss (meaning you have lost someone to a death 
by suicide), or if you want to walk alongside someone who has lost 
a loved one to suicide, this book is for you. As someone who has 
walked this dark night of the soul before you, this is what I want 
you to know: don’t give up. Don’t ever give up. I know you want to. 
I did too. Life without Mike was unimaginable. I didn’t believe I 
could bear the anguish of living in a world without him, much less 
navigate through something so traumatizing as a death by suicide. I 
knew life would never be the same. I was terrified.

As survivors of a loved one’s suicide, we have experienced a trau-
matic loss. Post-traumatic stress is applicable to anyone who is con-
fronted with a situation that is physically or emotionally beyond their 
ability to cope. In other words, the shock of the experience overwhelms 
the brain’s ability to process what has been seen or experienced. 

Here’s the good news: with help, time, and others committed to 
walking alongside me, I began to live again. I want to show you the 
resources, tools, and support that are necessary so that you can live 
again too. You can’t go this journey alone and get better. If you’re 
suffering from prolonged depression, symptoms of post-traumatic 
stress, including severe anxiety, nightmares, or flashbacks, or if you 
can’t eat or sleep, I encourage you to seek out a professional coun-
selor who specializes in trauma. Use this book as an adjunct, not as 
a substitute for professional counseling.

Throughout the book, I’ll be sharing parts of my story with you. 
Stories are meant to be told and shared for a couple reasons: first, 
so that others may benefit from the wisdom we have gleaned along 
our journey, and second, because there is healing in the telling. The 
secrets we keep and the lies we believe will only grow deeper roots in 
our souls with silence. This doesn’t mean you need to share your story 
with everyone, but I believe you need to find a couple of safe people 
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INTRODUCTION 13

to walk alongside you through this journey as a survivor. 
The approach of this book will be holistic, meaning it will ad-

dress body, soul, and spirit. It will present teaching and interventions 
accordingly. Grief work is gut-wrenching. It drains every part of your 
being. I want to optimize your physical health so that, together, we 
can tackle this difficult work. Again, this book is not meant to take 
the place of professional counseling; it’s meant to be used as an ad-
ditional resource. 

I’ll be teaching you techniques to calm your overactive nervous 
system and ground you to the present. You’ll learn how to breathe, how 
to focus, and how to pay attention to what you’re trying to pay atten-
tion to. Many folks, including me, have a genetic propensity toward 
anxiety; trauma only adds fuel to that fire. If you have gone through a 
traumatic loss, it’s not unusual to get immobilized by these emotions. 
Anxiety puts us in a continual state of activation, which leads to all 
kinds of stress-related health issues. Therefore, the skills you’ll learn in 
these first few chapters about the brain, mindful noticing, and relax-
ation will be the foundation for all the other work we will do. 

We will also look at spirituality. Research has shown that this is a 
vital part of recovery through grief and related trauma, and spiritual 
practice has gained plenty of momentum over the past decade. As 
a Christian, I can tell you that God showed up for me in so many 
amazing ways throughout this journey, and that’s what ultimately 
got me through. 

I believe suffering and tragedy can do one of two things in our 
lives: propel us toward hope or lead us to despair. That hope can lead 
us to a deeper spiritual walk. The lack of it can make us turn away 
from God altogether. Whatever your faith base, your spirit is core to 
your being. To heal from such a traumatic loss, you must make room 
for spiritual growth and understand where your true identity lies.

I chose to call this book Surviving Suicide Loss: Making Your 
Way Beyond the Ruins because through the power of presence, I was 
able to make my way beyond the ruins I was left with in my life. I 
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14 SURVIVING SUICIDE LOSS

got better. Now I want to walk with you through this most difficult 
journey and teach others how to do the same. So does God. That 
may be hard to hear now because you may be angry with God. I 
understand. Just take what you can use from this book and leave the 
rest till you’re ready. What worked for me may not work for you, 
but I’ll give you lots of options, and if even if one thing helps you, 
I’ll have done my job. 

Although I won’t know each of you who may read this book, we 
are inextricably linked together through what has happened to us. I 
hope that makes you feel a little less alone. My prayer is that because 
I have gone before you, I can provide encouragement, hope, and 
some skills that may ease your agony as you struggle to make your 
way out of the darkness. 
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C h a p t e r  1

Fallout

“My days have passed; my plans have been shattered;  

along with my heart’s desires.” 

–Job 11:17 isv

I don’t remember much of what happened. I remember the blood. 
I remember my husband’s white T-shirt. I remember hearing myself 
screaming, running down the hallway, and curling up in a ball down-
stairs on the kitchen floor. Somehow, I managed to call my son. To 
this day, I’m stunned I could even remember his number. The phone 
rang and my daughter-in-law, Ida, answered as I shrieked and sobbed 
into the phone that Mike had killed himself. I was hysterical.

I could hear my son Michael in the background begin to scream 
and wail as he heard the conversation. Ida told me to call 911 but then 
immediately realized I wasn’t capable. She said she would do it and 
for me to go and sit by the side door and wait till the police arrived. 
I don’t remember how I got to the side door, but I was curled up in 
a ball shaking when the officer arrived. Then everything went blank. 

My name is Rita Schulte. I’m a licensed psychotherapist in 
Northern Virginia. I spend my time helping people who are strug-
gling with all types of mental health disorders: anxiety, depression, 
grief/loss, and eating disorders. Many of them go on to live happy and 
productive lives, but most tragically, I couldn’t help one—my beloved 
husband, Mike. On November 12, 2013, after three short months of 
being severely depressed, anxious, and extremely paranoid, he shot 
himself in our bed, and I walked in to find him. 
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16 SURVIVING SUICIDE LOSS

Traumatic moments like this shatter the soul. The impact of my 
discovery that fateful November afternoon created scars that will for-
ever be etched upon my heart. In a split second, one shot changes your 
entire life. Nothing is ever the same after someone dies by suicide. As 
Anne-Grace Scheinin says, “Suicide doesn’t end the pain. It only lays 
it on the broken shoulders of survivors.”1 It would be a very long and 
dark journey back—for all of us.

As people began to pour in that evening, shock and numbness 
clothed me like a heavy blanket. I remember nothing except a few 
questions the police officer asked me. I remember my daughter Ashley 
coming in crying and wanting to go upstairs to see her dad, and the 
officers told her no way. She couldn’t believe it was true. No one could. 
Mike was Superman. Everyone loved him. Everyone leaned on him. 
But even Superman needed help. Unfortunately, he refused it until it 
was too late. 

LEFT BEHIND

The fallout from any traumatic event can be cataclysmic, as any 
survivor knows. It seems like a lifetime of years since I lost Mike, 
and I still can’t fit all the puzzle pieces back together. Some days, I 
often feel as if I’m falling backwards. Mike and I were high school 
sweethearts. I was sixteen when we met. We married at twenty-one 
and had forty-three years together. It wasn’t all easy, as any couple 
knows, but it was an amazing ride, and he was an amazing man.

Mike had talked of suicide a number of times beginning in May 
of 2013. He started exhibiting symptoms of extreme paranoia by 
August. He believed everyone was after him, and at one point, that 
included me. He made several attempts during a three-month period, 
but something always stopped him. His doctor even told me that he 
believed Mike wanted to live. 

My kids and I never believed Mike would really take his life. He 
always had a tendency toward the dramatic to drive a point home; 
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FALLOUT 17

but one night, after coming home from work, I went into the sun-
room to finish some work only to hear gunshots coming from our 
back field. I went screaming through the house trying to find Mike, 
finally ending up outside as my son pulled up the driveway. I fell to 
the ground screaming and shaking as I saw Mike come walking down 
from the field toward us with a gun in his hand. 

Another day, he kissed me goodbye and left for work at his dental 
office, only he never got there. I got a call saying he never showed up 
for work. Patients were waiting. Once again, I called our son, and he 
came right over to get me. Mike was a dentist as well as an airplane 
pilot. He kept his plane in a hangar about twenty minutes away from 
our home. I just had a gut feeling to go there. 

We didn’t have the key to the hangar, and after much effort we 
located someone to open it for us. I sat in the car frozen and immo-
bilized as my son went in. I couldn’t feel my arms. When Michael 
didn’t come right out, I started yelling for him. Michael responded: 
“Mom, he’s in here!” It was over one hundred degrees in the hangar, 
and Mike had been in there in his parked car for hours. 

Mike had an old photo of us from high school on the console. 
When Michael got him out of the car, Mike was totally dissociated. 
Dissociation is not simply a wandering mind or daydreaming; dis-
sociative states usually accompany mental health disorders and are 
out of the individual’s control. Their minds literally cannot process 
information correctly. 

When I saw Mike, I fell to the ground clutching his legs and 
crying hysterically with relief. I immediately called his psychiatrist 
and took him to the ER. By the time we got there, he was laughing 
and joking like nothing was wrong! He told me not to mention any-
thing about suicide because of the dental practice. I couldn’t totally 
comply with his wishes.

Mike refused treatment. I believe he was afraid. Sometimes he 
would just shake and cry. It was gut-wrenching seeing him like that. 
He wouldn’t take the medication that was prescribed. He wouldn’t 
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18 SURVIVING SUICIDE LOSS

agree to go to a treatment center—until one day I got really mad at 
him. I think he believed nothing could help him. My son told me 
his dad had said he was only agreeing to go for me.

One night lying in bed, Mike told me he could never really take 
his life because he could never be without me, and he would never 
leave me with all the mess that would be left behind. My mistake was 
believing him. This only fueled my guilt: I mean, I was the counselor, 
right? Yet, I couldn’t save my own husband from taking his life. I was 
drowning in guilt. Perhaps you can relate. 

I am no stranger to grief and loss. I have weathered my children 
getting struck by lightning in a parasailing accident, falling twenty 
stories from the sky, and being badly burned. I have had both my 
beloved parents die in my arms after caring for each of them in our 
home. I have lost dear friends and family; but the fallout from dis-
covering my husband shot to death in our bed was unimaginable. 
All I kept telling everyone in those early days was, I’m not going to be 
able to make it through this. I will never be able to get over this!

Finding a loved one who has died by suicide adds another layer 
to the traumatic event. Thirty years prior to my husband’s death, 
Mike’s sister’s husband took his life, so suicide was not unfamiliar 
to our family. My sister-in-law didn’t find her husband but was tor-
mented about his final moments and replayed images over and over 
in her mind. Either way, the tapes don’t stop. It’s like the mind is 
stuck imagining the horror of the scene. 

Warring against suicide is obviously a very personal fight for me. 
We need to carefully assess and treat those individuals who are strug-
gling with suicidal thoughts or behaviors, and we need to do everything 
we can to destigmatize mental illness. Each year we hear of celebrities 
and high-profile people who lose their lives to suicide. Thousands have 
gone before them and will follow if we don’t continue to address this is-
sue. Suicide and opiate addiction have actually lowered life expectancy 
in the United States and the World Health Organization estimates that 
depression will become a leading cause of death if something isn’t done 
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FALLOUT 19

to heighten awareness and improve treatment.2 
Destigmatizing mental illness will do a couple things: first, it will 

help those who are struggling feel safe enough to actually share their 
struggles. Mike, as countless others do, hid his clinical issues because 
of one thing—shame; and the more we hide, the more shame grows. 
Second, talking openly and educating others about mental health 
issues will bring knowledge and understanding so that individuals 
who are struggling will not feel like second-class citizens. 

This stigma unfortunately affects survivors as well. We have all 
become part of a group we would never have chosen—suicide loss 
survivor—and because others don’t know what to do or say to us, 
we are often left feeling isolated and alone. As we will see in a later 
chapter, the fallout from a death by suicide leads the survivor to 
experience what therapists call “complicated grief.” 

Suicide is not a normal anticipated manner of death. We generally 
anticipate someone dying of a disease, in an accident, or of old age. 
Stigma surrounds suicide, so we as survivors are left to bear not only 
the loss and trauma, but also the mystery, the whispers, the insensi-
tive comments, and all the questions that follow. Only, we have no 
concrete answers, no real explanations and no real closure.

My heart for all of us who have been left behind is that people 
honor the silent scream of our souls and don’t expect us to “get over 
it” in a few months, or even a few years. We will never get over it. 
We just find a place to put it, and we do that with much greater 
ease when people who love us are patient, present, and emotionally 
available for us; when they listen and don’t judge; and when they sit 
with us for as long as is necessary as we try to make meaning out of 
such a senseless tragedy. 

WHY?!

I show a clip in my workshops from the movie Secret in Their Eyes.3 
It stars Julia Roberts and Nicole Kidman. There’s a horrific scene in 
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20 SURVIVING SUICIDE LOSS

the movie where Roberts discovers the body of her dead daughter. 
The shock, horror, and agony of her discovery accurately depict the 
face of trauma. Her cry is the cry of despair. It was my cry. Maybe 
it’s been your cry. We may not scream; we may not wail. We may be 
silent or become numb and unable to speak. It’s all normal in light 
of what has happened. 

This cry of despair is what trauma survivors live with every single 
moment of every single day. Unbearable anguish. So, before we can 
talk about moving forward, or post-traumatic growth (PTG, as we 
therapists like to call it), we must first honor the shattering. The 
Bible eloquently depicts what trauma survivors are left with in this 
verse from the book of Job, chapter 17, verse 11 (ISV): “My days have 
passed; my plans are shattered; along with my heart’s desires.” The 
shattering gives way to the whys?! They are are the silent scream of 
the soul. Here are a few that we as survivors struggle with: 

Why is this happening to me? 
After I discovered that my husband had shot himself, I ran 

screaming from our room and downstairs to the kitchen where I 
collapsed onto the floor. I immediately curled up in a ball and began 
shaking. Because trauma overwhelms the brain’s ability to process that 
kind of information, and the part of the brain that controls language 
shuts down, survivors are often left with only body memory. 

It’s not unusual for someone to forget most of what happened. I 
have almost no recollection of what occurred after the police arrived 
that evening. What I do remember are the scary bodily sensations I 
was left with in the first couple years that followed.

As they manifested, they caused me to question myself. You may 
ask similar questions:

Why do I shake? 
Why do I curl up in a ball?
Why am I so anxious? 
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Why can’t I stop the flashbacks from happening? 
Why can’t I concentrate? 
Why can’t I remember things? 
Why do I dissociate?

One day my friend Mary, who was living with me at the time, 
took me to the grocery store. While she was shopping, I told her I 
wanted to go back outside and sit in the car. I wandered around the 
parking lot for fifteen minutes looking for the car and couldn’t find it. 
I felt like I was losing my mind! Often, I couldn’t focus or remember 
much of what people would tell me; it was a scary time. As a therapist, 
I knew these feelings were to be expected, but that didn’t make things 
any easier. Just know that they will get better with time. Be kind and 
patient with yourself, especially in the early months. It is not uncom-
mon to feel hyper-aroused or totally numb. You have been through 
a highly traumatic experience losing someone to a death by suicide.

A simple practice that may be helpful when you’re feeling either 
of these sensations is to give yourself a hug. Place your right hand on 
your left shoulder and take your left hand and place it under your 
right armpit. You can also try crisscrossing your arms and placing 
them on your chest. Sit with this and breathe. Feel your body and 
allow it to receive the comfort it needs. Notice if this holding creates 
any physiological shift.

Why did this happen to me? 
In the weeks and months following a suicide, when shock and 

numbness abate, it’s normal to question everything you once believed 
about the predictability of life. Traumatic events can profoundly 
perturb one’s taken-for-granted constructs, sometimes shaking the 
very foundations of one’s assumptive world. 

You may wonder why a good God would allow something so 
horrific to happen to you. You may become untrusting of others and 
the world around you. You may believe you can’t trust your own 
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judgments or decisions. You may believe you can no longer trust 
God. This is all part of what therapists call the “meaning-making,” 
each person has to work through. 

To move forward, you will need to interrogate your own implicit 
assumptions about life, God and the world around you that were 
challenged by the trauma, while slowly groping your way toward 
new sustaining frameworks of meaning. The way you view life and 
the world around you will be forever changed. You will be forever 
changed. Others may not understand. To move forward, you will 
have to construct a new normal for your life.

Why would he/she do this? 
Suicide feels like the ultimate form of rejection, especially for 

a spouse. As I mentioned previously, Mike told me he could never 
leave me; he loved me too much. Yet he did leave. In my rational 
mind, I knew how sick he had become, but in my more vulnerable 
moments, I struggle with why he didn’t get help sooner. Why hadn’t 
he fought harder for himself and for us? 

In my irrational mind, I blame myself for not doing enough, 
not doing the right thing, and not getting the right treatment for 
him. In the next section, we will look at two different models for 
understanding and treating suicide. I’ve included this because had 
I known about these models I would have used the information to 
get my husband a different type of help. It also would have given 
me a better understanding of what was happening to him and why. 

Understanding the drivers of suicide and getting the right help 
are everything when we’re trying to save lives. If you’re reading this 
book and you’ve been touched in some way by suicide, God may 
use this in your life to one day help someone else before it’s too late. 
Perhaps it will even help assuage some of the angst and confusion 
you’re feeling now as a survivor. 
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Why did he/she leave me? 
Following on the heels of rejection, suicide leaves us feeling 

abandoned and betrayed by our loved one. You may question your 
value and worth. You may be angry, feeling like you mattered so 
little that your loved one would do something so terrible to you. 
The stigma of being abandoned leaves survivors feeling discarded 
and devalued. It’s like your loved one said, “You’re not worth stick-
ing around here for.”

It’s one thing to have a spouse die from a prolonged illness they 
didn’t choose, but it’s quite another to have them seemingly choose to 
take their life. I hope by the end of this book I can help you better 
understand that your loved one was sick, and that each person who 
takes their life believes they had to die; even if they were people of 
strong character and faith.

Your loved one really believed you would be better off without 
them. They were not thinking with a sound mind. Ninety percent of 
people who die by suicide have a diagnosable mental health disorder 
at the time of their death.4 The suicide wasn’t about you, nor was it 
your fault. I know it feels like it was, but I pray that in time, you will 
be able to see this truth more clearly. 

Why couldn’t I have stopped it? 
Perhaps the most difficult of the why questions for me personally 

was: why couldn’t I have stopped it? This creates an enormous sense of 
guilt, making the trauma more complex. Being a therapist only made 
it worse for me. After the whys came the should haves. I should have 
forced Mike to get help sooner. I should have come back with him 
that day on the airplane from our home in Florida. I should have been 
more reassuring on the phone the night before. I should have had him 
committed. I should have, I should have, I should have. In my mind, 
I was as guilty as if I had pulled the trigger for him. 

As survivors, we have to come to terms with the fact that there 
was nothing we could have done to stop it. Or, as we’ll see in a later 
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chapter, realizing we did the best we could under terrible circum-
stances. To heal, I had to come to a place where I could hold on to 
the belief that Mike, and Mike alone, chose to pull the trigger that 
night. My dreams to save him often reflect my helplessness, and I 
find myself once again struggling to accept his decision. 

I have had people in my suicide loss group, and people I’ve met 
as I go around the country speaking, who didn’t even realize their 
loved one was in such despair. One person shared a recorded video 
chat they had with their grown child. The conversation was pleasant, 
filled with joking and laughter. Right after the call ended, he took 
his life. This parent had no idea their child was considering suicide.

The immediate response to a tragedy of this magnitude is shock 
and disbelief. It was so incomprehensible for any of us to think that 
Mike Schulte would do something like this. We all believed he was 
invincible. No one could understand. His dental office was a beacon of 
light to so many. He prayed with patients, ministered unselfishly to the 
community, did free dental work, started a ministry in Nicaragua, and 
presided over a crisis pregnancy center for thirteen years. He always 
encouraged others to never give up, because of his unwavering faith. 

I can only remember one time in our history together where my 
husband was depressed and anxious, and it only lasted a few months. 
Mike was cautious and untrusting of others at times, but nothing 
like the paranoia that he exhibited in the last few months before he 
died. Afterwards, everyone was asking the why questions. 

Perhaps you’re asking why too. Perhaps you think in order to move 
on you have to know. But healing won’t be found in the knowing. 
There is no life there. What we can know is this: our loved ones didn’t 
take their lives to hurt us; they took their lives to end the incomprehen-
sible and very personal torment they were living in. In order to heal, 
we must at some point surrender our right to know or understand all 
the answers we so desperately seek. 

If I’m honest with myself, my search for answers is really a search 
to disprove my belief that Mike wanted to leave me. I already know 
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that is a lie. I know in my heart Mike didn’t ever want to leave me 
because he told me so on many occasions. But none of that assuages 
the sadness that gnaws at my soul. There is really only one thing I 
need, someone to heal my shattered heart. Enter Jesus.

Real healing can be found, and I have found it, in the arms of a 
loving God, who promises to lift us out of the slimy pit and give us 
a firm place to stand (Ps. 40:2). 

Of course, we need to ask the why questions, and others need to 
be patient with us as we do so because it’s in the questioning that we 
try to make meaning. This may take a long time. It did for me. The 
truth is, only God knows the answers to all our whys, and one day, 
some of those answers may be revealed, or they may not. 

Eventually, we must move to a place of acceptance and transi-
tion from “why?” to “what’s next?” To do that, we have to begin that 
meaning-making process. This may seem like an impossible task for 
survivors because suicide is so incomprehensible to us. How can 
we begin to understand why our loved one would desire to die and 
leave us behind? 

In the next chapter, I’ll share what suicide researcher Thomas 
Joiner learned about suicide and the desire to die. Joiner brings the 
dual awareness of survivor (his father died by suicide) and scientist 
to the fields of psychology, neuroscience, and genetics. His model for 
understanding suicide helped me understand why someone would 
desire to die by suicide, as well as the tremendous sense of burden-
someness our loved ones felt. 

Sit with this for a moment. I know it doesn’t make sense to a 
rational mind, especially because we may feel such profound hurt, 
rejection, and anger at our loved one for leaving us, but our loved 
ones weren’t operating with a sound mind that would have allowed 
them to make the swing back from being that clinically depressed 
to rational thinking. They most likely dissociated and thus were able 
to complete the suicidal act. I pray as we unpack this in the next 
chapter, it may help you heal in some small way and give you greater 
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compassion for the enormity of pain your loved one was in. 
If you’re angry, it may help you forgive your loved one for leav-

ing. I know many of you may be dealing with guilt, shame, and 
regret, but in the end, please know that it wasn’t your fault.
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Consider This

1.  How do you feel about Anne-Grace Scheinin’s quote, 

“Suicide doesn’t end the pain, it only lays it on the broken 

shoulders of survivors”?

2.  What why questions are you asking?

3.  Which “I should have” statements do you say to yourself?

4.  Do you blame yourself for your loved one’s suicide? If so, in 

what way?

5.  Do you have a safe person to walk alongside you and help 

you with meaning-making?
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